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The Atlanta University Art Annuals were catalytic in
shaping the Afro-American Art Movement. By providing black
visual artists with the opportunity to exhibit on a national
basis and through the collecting of their art, the University
positioned the black artist to effect his aspirations as a
visual artist in America.
The historical events which prompted the initiation
of the Art Annuals and the cumulative circumstances that set
the decline of the Annuals in motion after 20 years are of
curious concern. Yet, all of the prescribed goals of the ex¬
hibition were realized with far reaching accomplishments.
By continuing to play its historic role as sponsor
of black cultural arts activities, Atlanta University has
successfully ordained a visual arts tradition amongst the
Afro-American. Illustrative of this is the response the Art
Annuals elicited from black artists, the local and wider com¬
munities, and Euro-America's art establishment.
Placing the Art Annuals against the backdrop of Afro-
American artists' evolution and the predominant aspects of
their movement, namely the lack of exhibition space, gives
a fair indication of contemporary black artists' state of
affairs. Based on the evaluation of a survey of the black
artist community there is strong evidence of the need and
support for resuming a recurrent exhibition. The final
notion concerns a call for the revitalization of Atlanta
University's Afro-American Art Collection.
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Twenty-seven years prior to the opening of the Atlanta
University Art Annual Exhibitions, W. E. B. Du Bois made a
reasonable plea in the 1915 December issue of Crisis in an
article entitled, "The Immediate Program for the American
Negro." Dr. Du Bois asserted that:
We should resurrect forgotten ancient Negro art
and history, and we should set the black man before
the world as both a creative artist and a strong
subject for artistic treatment.
Upon viewing the extant Atlanta University art col¬
lection and reflecting on Dr. Du Bois’ revered insight, one
has an uncanny feeling of a cultural objective being attained.
Reputed for being the largest Afro-American art collection
in the country, it undoubtedly conveys "an almost frighten¬
ing racial strength."^ This racial strength may have well
been the result of Afro-American artists crystallizing the
visual textures of the black experience.
The collection came into existence by way of annual
exhibitions formerly initiated by the celebrated artist and
teacher. Hale Woodruff. Under the administration of President
^"Racial Strength," Time, April 9, 1951, p. 89.
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Rufus E. Clement, the first exhibition opened April 19 of
1942 and occurred annually until it was terminated in 1970.2
The immediate purpose of the exhibition, as stated by Wood¬
ruff, was to offer;
...the Negro artist a place to show..., an oppor¬
tunity to earn a little money through purchase
awards and to establish a collection of art by
Negroes at Atlanta University which would be made
available to the public.3
This chapter will explore the historical circumstance
which prompted the arrival of the Annual Exhibitions. Close
attention will be rendered to the initiator, the participants,
public response and the procedure by which the University has
come to own this cultural treasure. In addition, the social
forces that precipitated the decline of the exhibition will
be discussed with a summary look at its historical importance
and accomplishments.
During the early to mid-Thirties, Atlanta University
sought to broaden opportunities in the arts. The administra¬
tion was astutely aware of the caste system of racial codes
that prevented blacks from experiencing cultural arts events
in the city. If blacks were "welcomed,” it was on a very
segregated basis. A place like the High Museum of Art was
forbidden territory. Jenelsie Holloway, Chairperson of the
2"Highlights from the Atlanta University Collection of
Afro-T^erican Art," Exhibition catalog, (Atlanta: High Museum
of Art, 1973).
^Letter to Winifred Stoelting from Hale Woodruff,
Atlanta University Archives, December 6, 1976.
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Fine Arts Department at Spelman College voiced her perception
of the times: "Blacks in Atlanta kind of created a completely
separate society of their own. They were forced to."^ The
administrators of the Atlanta University complex were aware
of the fact that no Negro institution existed in the Southern
states with a department or school devoted to the fine arts.^
Subsequently, in 1931 the institution proposed to employ "a
painter of distinction" and to develop a department of fine
arts. Steadfastly, the school held to the tenets that:
Back of Negro music and love for color are real
aesthetic gifts, fine imagination, and creative
ability. What the Negro has done in music may
prove simply a prophecy of what he may do in paint¬
ing, sculpture, literature and dramatic art.®
The following year. President John Hope invited Mr.
Woodruff to join the faculty as their distinguished painter.
Woodruff had established himself amongst the roll call of
emerging artists in the Twenties who had achieved artistic
excellence. On the avenue of his studies were the John
Herron Art Institute and the Academie Moderne in Paris.
Woodruff was later afforded the opportunity to consult with
the Mexican muralist, Diego Rivera and with Henry Ossawa
Tanner, the renowned painter.^ In the course of his work,
^Interview with Jenelsie Holloway, Spelman College,
November 5, 1979.
^Atlanta University: Leadership, The Heart of the
Race Problem, (1931), pp. 34-35.
6lbid., p. 35.
^"The Evolution of Afro-American Artists: 1800-1950,"
catalog. The City University of New York in cooperation with
the Harlem Cultural Council and New York Urban League, 1967.
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Woodruff aligned the University's goals with the phase of
the black cultural upsurge of the Thirties.
The resurgence of ethnic activities during the Thirties
followed upon the Harlem Renaissance and accompanied the De¬
pression. Alain Locke, the major spokesman of the Renaissance
era, spoke resolutely of this time of change. In Locke's
summation, the social and psychological maturation of the
Afro-American resulted in his rise:
...from social disillusionment to race pride, from
the sense of social debt to the responsibility of
social contribution and offsetting the necessary
working and common sense acceptance of restricted
condition, the belief in ultimate esteem and recog¬
nition. 8
This socio-cultural revelation encouraged racial pride and
inspired a retrospective study of the ancestral idiom.
Spawned by the disenchantment blacks sensed from not
realizing their anticipated civil rights gains of post World
War I, this cultural manifestation resulted in a militant
attitude which was accented by Marcus Garvey's nationalistic
movement. The Great Migration, the influence of African Art,
and the development of Jazz were cximulative ingredients in
conjuring this cultural awakening. Smothered by the Depres¬
sion of 1929, the cultural resurgence dissipated rapidly.
The lucidity of the "American Dream" brought both white and
black Americans into a new critical social consciousness.
Black artists of the Thirties portrayed their social
^Alain Locke, The New Negro (New York; Atheneum, 1925),
p. 11.
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rebirth in a "vigorous, intimate and original documentation
of Negro life."^ Palmer Hayden's "Baptizing" and Archibald
Motley's "Brown Girl after the Bath" were archetypes of a
blooming tradition {see Figures 1 and 2, Appendix A). Margar¬
et Just Butcher, author of The Negro in American Culture, gave
her interpretation of this generation:
The Negro artist was challenged to the task of
self-revelation, but in a highly competitive way.
The young Negro artist of the late twenties and
thirties plunged into the substance of Negro life
and experience and caught its characteristic idioms
far more deftly than their predecessor had.^®
James Porter assessed the art movement of the Thirties in an
essay entitled, "Art Reaches the People." In his words:
A movement that may have a profound influence on
the cultural life of the American Negro is rapidly
shaping up in the art world. Actually, it is not
a movement at all in the deliberate, self-conscious
sense that the term implies, but a slow inevitable
percolation of artistic interests down to the common
people.
The Mexican muralists were to make an impressionable
impact upon the black artist as well. They depicted the socio¬
economic condition of the Mexican proletariat. Dr. Locke
urged black artists to follow suit with more social commentary
themes, such as lynching, religion, unemployment, labor and
historical dociimentation.
^Margaret Just Butcher, The Negro in American Culture
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1956), p. 228.
lOlbid.
James Porter, "Art Reaches the People," Opportunity,
(December, 1939), p. 375.
^^Alain Locke, Contemporary Negro .^t. Exhibition cata¬
log, Baltimore Musevan of Art (February 3-19, 1939).
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Hale Woodruff was a part of this historical nucleus.
Inspired by the Mexican muralist, Diego Rivera, he executed
"The Amisted Murals" at Talledega College in 1939 and "The
Art of the Negro" murals in the Trevor Arnett Library in 1952.
One decade after his appointment on the Atlanta University
faculty. Woodruff explained his task: "I wanted to bring
art to the community as a whole....to give the young artist
and the older artist a chance to show their works and to
exhibit on a national basis.As a contemporary black
artist. Woodruff was well aware of the limited exhibiting
opportunities available to his peers. The majority of the
exhibitions and art happenings that were open to blacks
occurred in the North.
The Harmon Foundation and the Works Progress Adminis¬
tration programs had been the centers for art activity. In
1928, the Harmon Foundation began sponsoring art shows for
black artists in the philanthropic hope of encouraging crea¬
tive bonds between the black artist and his people. The WPA
project unintentionally furthered the careers of many black
artists by bringing their art into the public domain of
government buildings. In short, both efforts increased the
visibility of the black artists during the thirties.^4 Yet,
Woodruff sensed a void in his people's exposure and support
^^Hale Woodruff Correspondence, December 6, 1976,
Atlanta University Archives, p. 6.
l^Winifred Stoelting, "Hale Woodruff, Artist and Teacher
Through the Atlanta Years," Doctoral dissertation, Emory Uni¬
versity, July 18, 1978.
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of the fine arts.
By the spring of 1941, Woodruff presented his idea
to President Clement. Clement enthusiastically agreed and
a successful attempt was made to secure funds. The initial
monies came from the Board of Trustees and other contributions
were made by local businesses and institutions.The Harmon
Foundation donated $250.00 for the first prize named in honor
of the late President, John Hope. In the December issue of
the Atlanta University Bulletin, the University announced its
creative intentions:
In an effort to encourage Negro artists Atlanta
University is sponsoring an exhibition of paint¬
ings in oil and watercolor to be held on campus
in the late spring, April 19 - May 3....For many
years Atlanta University has been interested in
developing a keen appreciation of the arts and
this new effort is a forward step in that direc¬
tion. 16
The exhibition was advertised in various news organs
across the country, inviting black artists to display their
art. Hale Woodruff described the response as "heart-rending."
Paintings were received on everything from boxtops to shoe-
boxes to canvasses. Woodruff felt compelled to write letters
of encouragement to the rejected artists. Although the paint¬
ings were not ready to be shown in a museum setting, it seemed
important to not deter their interest.1^
l^Ibid., p. 4.
16"Atlanta University to Sponsor Exhibition of Negro
Art," Atlanta University Bulletin, (December, 1941), pp. 6, 11.
l^Winifred Stoelting, "Hale Woodruff, Artist and Teacher
Through the Atlanta Years," p. 120.
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When the exhibition opened, there were 107 watercolors
and oil paintings created by a total of 67 artists.^® Dr.
Alain Locke, the guest speaker, gave a memorable opening
address. Commending the University for establishing the
Annual Exhibition, he spoke of the embryonic Negro Art Move¬
ment and reasserted Du Bois' tenets:
In the first place, one of the ultimate goals of
the whole art movement among Negroes has been to
encourage a healthy and representational art of
the people with roots in its own native soil.^^
He went on to speak of the advances made in the preceding
decade, stressing the urgency of exposing art to the wider
public and soliciting the undaunted support of the Afro-
American.
The award winners came from the Eastern region of the
country. William Carter from Chicago, Illinois, won the
$250.00 John Hope Award for his painting entitled "Still
Life." Two $100.00 Atlanta University Awards for oil paint¬
ings went to Fredrick Flemester of Atlanta for "The Mourners"
and Edward L. Loper of Wilmington, Delaware for "Twelfth
Street Gardens." In addition, there were two Atlanta Univer¬
sity Watercolor Awards. Charles Alston of New York City and
Lois Mailey Jones of Washington, D.C. won the coveted awards.
Alston's "Farm Boy" took first prize for $50.00 and Jones
18«First National Art Exhibit," Atlanta University Bulle¬
tin, (July, 1942), p. 24.
^^Alain Locke, "The Significance of This Show in the
Development of Negro Art and the Discovery of Negro Artists,"
Foreword of exhibition catalog, 1942.
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received $25.00 in second place for "An Old House Near Fred¬
rick, Virginia.” Serving on the jury were President Clement;
Jean Chariot, an internationally recognized painter; and
Aaron Douglas, artist and professor at Fisk University.20
In the course of a generation, the genesis of a viable
Afro-American art tradition was culturally nurtured. The
early years of the exhibition, the Forties and early Fifties,
saw an increment in prize money and national recognition.
By the third Annual in 1944, media categories were expanded
to include sculpture and prints, and award funds tripled
from $500.00 to $1400.00. Mr. Edward B. Alford, Jr., Director
of the Grace Horn Galleries in Boston, Massachusetts, donated
an additional $900.00 to the purchase award fund.21 The
fourth Annual attracted national attention when Time magazine
spotlighted the show in its April 9 issue of 1945. Time
attributed the success of the exhibition to the white guest
speakers who graced the openings. Their criticism conveyed
a twist of historical condescendency. From their perspective:
The canvasses were strongly flavored with expression¬
ism and romanticism, but most had a primitive quality
peculiarly their own. Painted in savage splashes of
purple, red, black and brown, many contained writhing,
weaving foons which suggested the rhythm of a voodoo
ritual.22
20"First National Art Exhibit," Atlanta University
Bulletin, (July, 1942), p. 24.
21"$1400.00 Given at Art Exhibit," Atlanta University
Bulletin, (July, 1944), p. 7.
22"Racial Strength," Time, April 9, 1951, p. 89.
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The anonymous critic also noted that the artists preferred
to portray their people with iconographic themes of racial
consciousness and antagonism.William Artis' sculpture of
an "African Youth" may have been indicative of this perception
(Figure 3, Appendix A). Art Digest gave its defensive opinion
of the all-black art Annual in an April issue of 1946:
This is not a case of racial segregation, but a
valuable means of giving encouragement to a minor¬
ity group that has a rich backlog of creative at¬
tainments. Mexicans paint like Mexicans because
they live in Mexico; Negroes paint like Americans
because they are Americans; it is not a question
of race, but of social and cultural environment.
Moving into the second decade of the Annuals, more
artists were participating, although there was a levelling
off of racial and cultural themes. At the opening of the
eighteenth Annual, President Clement spoke of the exhibition's
growth. From 1942, Clement recorded an increase of 129 to
500 entries, 107 to 139 accepted works of art, and 62 to 82
exhibiting artists. He also remarked that "the themes per¬
haps evidenced a lack of concern with 'negritude' with more
emphasis on universal values.Few of the pieces rendered
scenes pertaining to social protest as they had in the past.
The art at the Annuals during the mid to late Fifties
mirrored the times—the calm before the "socio-political"
^^Ibid., p. 89.
^^"The Negro Annual," Art Digest, April 15, 1946, p. 3.
'‘^^"18th Annual Art Exhibition and Conference of Negroes,"
Atlanta University Bulletin, (July, 1959), p. 5.
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storm of the Sixties. Blacks had incessantly pacified them¬
selves with impressions of integration. In 1948, President
Truman proposed to "dehyphenate" their voting status with
Civil Rights legislation, but it was not until Eisenhower's
administration that the act was passed. With a combination
of the Montgomery boycott, Martin Luther King, Jr.'s non¬
violent crusade, and the Civil Rights Act of the Sixties,
racial violence and antagonism prevailed.
It was amidst this era that the importance of the
Annual began to decline. The reasons adduced for the decline
of the exhibitions were several. As the de facto attitudes
of segregation relaxed, more exhibition opportunities opened
up to the black artist. Subsequently, the prestige of the
all-black national art show diminished. Another factor was
the rising cost of art. As it rose with the increasing na¬
tional exposure of art, the Atlanta University purchase
awards seemed nominal to aspiring black artists. For many
of these artists, it was no longer worth the trouble of
shipping their art cross country. Only those who viewed the
show with a sense of commitment and tradition continued to
enter their art.^S Among the artists who appeared through¬
out the three decades of the show were: John Wilson, Calvin
26John Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 4th ed., 1974), pp. 474-475.
^^interview with Jenelsie Holloway.
28ibid.
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Burnett, Elizabeth Catlett, Hayward Oubre, and William Artis.
The makeup of the jury was the other influential factor. Both
Jenelsie Holloway and Shirley Bolten, one of the last award
winners at the 29th Annual, reacted sensitively to the ques¬
tion of the jury. In Bolten's summation:
More often than not, the jury was all white and
somehow I don't think that it served in the best
interest of the artists. The rejected ones or the
accepted ones. The accepted ones mostly; because
I think some of the work that got by and got ex¬
hibited and won awards, (and I'm not saying this
because I may have been rejected and they accepted)
in all honesty, I don't think that some of that
work represented the best works of many artists.^®
Although Ms. Holloway perceived the situation as Ms. Bolten
did, she felt it was a deliberate action on the part of the
jury. Holloway was of the opinion that the Euro-American
jurors wanted to project the inability of the Afro-American
artist to measure up to his counterpart. On the other hand,
Bolten believed there was a lot of inferior work being sub¬
mitted and it was through ignorance rather than a conscious
effort that the jurors made their selection.It is no
wonder that the jury of the last exhibition in 1970 was com¬
prised of all non-white members. Present were David Driskell,
Chairman of the Department of Art at Fisk University, Nashville,
Tennessee; Floyd Coleman, art instructor at Clark College; and
^^Atlanta University Art Annual Reviews, Atlanta Uni¬
versity Bulletins, (July 1943-July 1969).
^Ointerview with Shirley Bolten, Springdale Convales¬
cence Center, Atlanta, Georgia, November 27, 1979.
31 Ibid.
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Jack Adcuns# engineering artist at Lockheed-Georgia,
After the departure of Nora McNiven, the Director of
Public Relations and long-time coordinator of the exhibitions,
the Annuals were terminated.Since that time, selections
from the permanent collection have been exhibited at the High
Museum of Art in Atlanta and other educational institutions
around the States.
The success of the Atlanta University Art Annuals is
apparent. All of Hale Woodruff's goals were realized. The
black artist got more than just a place to hang his art. The
exhibitions afforded him the opportunity to nurture his craft
and expose his name. Painter and printmaker John Wilson can
easily testify to the immeasurable incentive the exhibitions
provided. At the age of 21, Wilson won the coveted John Hope
Award at the second Annual for his painting entitled "Black
Soldier." For almost every year that followed, Wilson ex¬
hibited, winning a total of 17 awards by the 28th Annual in
1969.^^ The length to which the exhibit welcomed a wide
spectrum of artists is evidence by poet/columnist of the
Atlanta Daily World, Thomas Jefferson Flanagan. In 1957,
Flanagan, an untutored artist in his late fifties was prodded
to enter the 16th Annual. To his astonishment, he won the
32"Twenty-ninth Annual Art Exhibition," Atlanta Univer¬
sity Bulletin, (July, 1970), p. 4.
^^Interview with Shirley Bolton, November 27, 1979.
^^Atlanta University Art Annual Reviews, Atlanta Uni¬
versity Bulletin, (July, 1943-July, 1969) .
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John Hope Award for his painting entitled, "Fishing on the
Quarters."
It was $250.00, but the $250.00 paled into insig¬
nificance when it came to the fact that you had won
first prize. Not honorable mention, not second or
third prize, but first prize. I thought that was
quite commendable.35
For a black artist to have shown his art at the Atlanta Uni¬
versity Art Annuals meant that he had arrived in the hyphenated
Afro-American art world.
In 1939, James A. Porter, a salient proponent of Afro-
American art wrote:
We have a right to expect that the influence of
good example will be manifest in the next harvest
of worthy artistic production....It has been only
the lack of opportunity to testify to it in durable
materials, and in positive and impressive numbers,
which has for so long delayed a true renascence of
the Negro pictorial genius. The young Negro artists
of today are the direct forerunners of such a renas¬
cence. It is their task to prepare the world and
point the way for their successors.36
The Atlanta University Art Annuals set a prime example of
"worthy artistic production." From them, an approximate 350
works of art were harvested into the present collection located
in the Catherine Hughes Wadell Gallery of the Trevor Arnett
Library. When the National Conference of Negro Artists was
organized at the 18th Annual, they took up the responsibility
of their forerunners of the Twenties and Thirties. Their
creative prospects concerned the future improvement of the
35interview with Thomas Jefferson Flanagan, Atlanta,
Georgia, December 18, 1979.
^^"Art Reaches the People," Opportunity, (December,
1939), p. 376.
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black artist's position,which can easily be viewed as an
extension of the Atlanta University Annual Art Exhibitions.
The Atlanta University Show was an outgrowth of the
"New Negro” Movement and therefore timely in the furtherment
of the black artist. Alain Locke captured the dawning of
this era;
Although the Negro artist has been having his occa¬
sional say for many generations, sometimes notably,
Negro art in the group sense is a comparatively re¬
cent development. It dates only from the World War,
and a decade later beccune an important branch of the
so-called "New Negro" movement for cultural and racial
self-expression.
Eighteenth Annual Art Exhibition and Conference of
Negroes," Atlanta University Bulletin, (July, 1959), p. 4.
^®Alain Locke, Contemporary Negro Art, Exhibition cata¬
log, Baltimore Musevim of Art, (February 3-19, 1939) .
CHAPTER II
THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY
With the opening of the Atlanta University Art Annuals,
citizens became attracted to the arts activity on the campus.
Although the institution had an established history of cul¬
tural arts concern, new excietment pulsated with this visual
orchestration. The exhibition was said to have "sparked a
true Renaissance in art in Atlanta."^ Art shows at the High
Museum of Art addressed a selected audience, Atlanta Univer¬
sity, on the other hand, made promising gestures to expose
the new talent of the city's and nation's black artists.^
The significance of Atlanta University acting as a
catalyst in the fermentation of a black visual arts tradition
will be explored in this chapter. In doing so, the institu¬
tion's pillar philosophies and cultural contributions will
be touched upon. Hence, the subsequent impact the Art Annuals
have had on the black artist and his community will warrant
a discussion. The final point will concern the possibility
^Winifred Stoelting, "Hale Woodruff, Artist and Teacher
Through the Atlanta Years," Chapter IV, p. 12, (Doctoral Dis¬
sertation, Trevor Arnett Library, Atlanta University, 1978) ,





of Atlanta University ordaining a visual arts aesthetic among
the Afro-American.
In 1942, the year of the first Art Annual, Dr. Du Bois
published an article in Phylon entitled, "Cultural Missions
of Atlanta University." Capturing the cultural emphasis of
Atlanta University, he wrote:
The aim of Atlanta University is so to change the
culture of its day and group to raise the level of
civilisation. Not all institutions called diver¬
sities are able to accomplish this; nor can all real
universities make such accomplishments continuous;
but given to a few so as to affect cultural outlook
of their era as really to achieve this main function.
I have known Atlanta University by intimate associa¬
tion for 45 years,...so am able to speak with some
authority as to what seems to me to have been the
cultural aims of this unusual institution.3
Attentive to the limited cultural arts activities for
the black community, Atlanta University brought plays to the
campus. The Atlanta University Summer Theatre appeared in
1934, "the first of its type to be established here in At¬
lanta."'* It elicited not only a response from the neighbor¬
ing community, but attracted attention from outside areas.
The Atlanta University convocations offered an additional
form of enrichment through their list of distinguished Amer¬
icans. Appearing to speak were Richard B. Harrison, "De Lawd"
of Green Pastures; Edwin R. Embree,Secretary of the Julius
E. B. Du Bois, "Cultural Missions of Atlanta Uni¬
versity," Phylon, III (June, 1942), 105.
^Clarence A. Bacote, The Story of Atlanta University;
A Century of Service, 1865-1965 (New Jersey; Princeton Uni¬
versity Press, 196$), p. 296.
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Rosenwald Fund; and others. The University also hosted sev¬
eral orgemizations whose discussions related to vital issues
concerning the development of the Afro-American.^ As an
integral part of the Atlanta University complex, Atlanta Uni¬
versity won the reputation for being the anchor of the black
community.® The Annual Art Exhibitions only served to enhance
their repertoire of contributions to the Afro-American's
cultural heritage.
Jenelsie Holloway reminisced about the times when the
network of colleges were closer and the administrators worked
closely together:
In the early days the Atlanta University Center was
very very into Afro-American culture. A lot of peo¬
ple in the area made different artistic and cultural
contributions. The Center was the gathering place
for the black community for cultural events.'
Black Atlantans had demonstrated a continuous upward
mobility and community-building.® The germination of this
arts activity seemed fitting in the socially conducive en¬
vironment. Community involvement increased with the opening
of the exhibition. Dr. Brailsford Brazeal, retired Dean of
5
"Tenth Anniversary of the Atlanta Art Exhibition,"
The Atlanta University Bulletin, (July 1, 1951), p. 10.
®Peter Ross Range, "Atlanta: Capital of Black is
Bountiful," The New York Times Magazine, (April 7, 1974), p. 21.
^Interview with Jenelsie Holloway, Spelman College,
Atlanta, Georgia, November 5, 1979.
®Dan Durett and Dana F. White, An-other Atlanta: The
Black Heritage, The History Group Inc. (Atlanta, Georgia:
Western Publishing Co., Inc., 1975), p. 3.
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Morehouse, rendered his opinion of this era:
You see in the arts Atlanta University had the
greatest amount of freedom even though it was
relative. There, a Negro felt free in moving in¬
to the arts. You had so many parents who wanted
their children to go into the arts....There was
the feeling that they could make it in these
areas. The arts were the first area to open up
(to the Negro). Art and sports. Art did it a
little before sports on this campus.^
The exhibition rallied the talent of black American
artists into an arena that mesmerized their audience. In
less than a decade the show was recognized as being one of
the most outstanding exhibitions in the South.It was well
thought of by artists throughout the country as indicated by
a national survey of Contemporary American Artists, published
by Albany Institute of History and Art in 1945. Almost
every artist represented in the publication entitled "The
Negro Artist Comes of Age" had been a prize-winner in the
Atlanta show or had art accepted for display.The extent
to which the Atlanta University Art Annuals gave unknown
artists an unparalleled opportunity to exhibit their art is
evidenced by winners who were hotel cooks, high school stu¬
dents, dieticians, postal clerks, and postmen. Several of
these talented artists were self-taught and awaited this annual
^Winifred Stoelting, "Hale Woodruff Through the Atlanta
Years," p. 12.
^^"Tenth Anniversary of the Atlanta Art Exhibition,"
The Atlanta University Bulletin, p. 6.
^^"The Negro Artist Comes of Age: A National Survey
of Contemporary American Artists," Exhibition catalog, Albany
Institute of History and Art, (January 3-February 11, 1945).
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opportunity anxiously.
In the eyes of the pviblic, the exhibition sparked an
exciting and new interpretation of life and its problems.
"There has been wonder and pride among the spectators, young
and old at the forcefulness and power of the artist's expres¬
sion." Viewers paused to look beyond the skill of the artists
and received the impact of the racial consciousness portrayed
in their art.^^ The University scheduled meetings for social,
educational and professional functions with the express pur¬
pose of bringing into the show uninformed public who other¬
wise would have passed it by. Other institutions around the
country were impressed enough to organize educational excur¬
sions for their students. They came from Lincoln University
(Missouri), Jackson College (Mississippi), Dillard University
(Louisiana), Texas College, and Claflin College (South Caroli¬
na) .
As a tossed pebble propagates ripples in a pond, so
the Atlanta University Art Annuals inspired other black art
exhibitions and collections to succeed. The Bamett-Aden and
Golden State Mutual Insurance Collections are fine examples
of a blooming visual arts consciousness amongst the race.
The Barnett-Aden Gallery was housed in a small row house in
Washington, D.C., December of 1943, just 20 months after the
^^"Tenth Anniversary of the Atlanta Art Exhibition,"




first Atlanta University Art Exhibition.The gallery was
established by Professor Herring, founder of Howard Univer¬
sity's Art Department in 1922, and Alonzo Aden who was curator
of Howard University's Art Gallery. Although the Barnett-
Aden Gallery welcomed artists of all races, it made a definite
attempt to encourage the black artist in his creative en¬
deavors. Further effort by the gallery prompted solo exhi¬
bitions in addition to the group shows. Lois Mailou Jones,
Charles White, and Alma Thomas had some of their first one-
person shows at the gallery.^® The objectives of the Barnett-
Aden Gallery implied an extension of those of the Atlanta
University Art Exhibitions.
From the very beginning, an important objective of
the gallery has been to collect and preserve as much
art as possible, with a view that some day black
Americans would have need to demonstrate their his¬
tory and to correct the many misnomer and sterotypes
clouding their past.^^
The Golden State Mutual Life Insurance Company, estab¬
lished in 1925, installed its first three major works of art
in its California home office in 1949. Hale Woodruff and
Charles White were commissioned to create historical murals
along with Richmond Barthe who sculptured a bust of the
^^Barnett-Aden Collection, Piablished for the Anacostia
Neighborhood Museum in cooperation with the Barnett-Aden Gal¬
lery by the Smithsonian Institute Press, Government Printing




founder, William Nickerson.^® In honor of the company's 40th
Anniversary in 1965, the amassed collection was opened to the
public. The Golden State Collection is now the largest black
art collection west of Chicago. "To foster the feelings of
pride and self worth in the community,"^® was the successful
intention of the company, a reflection of the influence of
the Atlanta University Art Annuals.
The National Conference of Artists stands as an example
of the ultimate impact that the Atlanta University Art Annuals
had on the art scene. A consortium of black Chicago artists
in the midst of a brainstorm developed the idea of organizing
black artists across the country. Margaret Burroughs, Founder
and Director of the DuSable Museum in Chicago, gave credit to
the Atlanta University Art Annuals for inspiring Bernard
Goss, Marion Perkins, and herself to found the National Con¬
ference of Artists.^® In search of defining a direction for
Afro-American artists, 61 artists from 14 states gathered at
the 18th Atlanta University Art Annual in 1959. Their agenda
included a tribute to Atlanta University for its continuous
support of the black artist in America and the future of the
Afro-American artist. "How to Improve the Position of the
Negro Artist," was one of the main topics for discussion.
ISprancis Carter, "The Golden State Mutual Afro-American
Art Collection," Black Art: An International Quarterly, (Fall,
1976), 32.
19lbid., p. 7.
20Margaret Burroughs, personal letter, January 6, 1980.
2^"The 18th Annual Art Exhibition and Conference of
Negroes," The Atlanta University Bulletin, (July, 1959), p. 4.
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Ms. Burroughs described the organization's first encounter
and the University's response:
An unorganized group of artists who exhibited in
the Atlanta Show decided to come together to see
the show and to meet each other. Dr. Clement
allowed us to stay in the dormitories and cooper¬
ated and encouraged us in every way. He gave us
a place to meet. Sage Hall. After we met each
other, we decided to organize a permanent organi¬
zation of black artists. Yes, the founding of
the National Conference of (Negro) Artists was
totally influenced by the Atlanta Show. The
National Conference of Artists was the child of
the Atlanta Annua1.^^
In conclusion. Burroughs felt that the Atlanta Univer¬
sity Art Annuals had the greatest single impact on the matura¬
tion of the black artist; and in effect became the "seed"
of an Afro-American visual arts tradition. "We would not
have developed to where we are without the Atlanta Annuals."23
Historically and traditionally, Atlanta University
has assumed the role of cultivating and documenting black
America's cultural evolution. In the prophetic vision of
Du Bois:
...the next cultural mission of Atlanta University
is to put the American Negro in a position where he
will be able not simply to follow but to lead in
this universal reconstruction.24
Although systematically deleted from the annals of
20th Century art, the black artist has gained footing and rec¬
ognition since the first half of the century with complements
22Margaret Burroughs, personal letter, pp. 7, 8.
^^Ibid., p. 7.
24w. E. B. Du Bois, "Cultural Missions of Atlanta Uni¬
versity," Phylon, p. 115.
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of the "seed" sown by Atlanta University. Here black artists
nationwide were presented an opportune chance to express
their visual perceptions of race progress in addition to
universal themes. Reflecting upon the deeds of such artists
as Aaron Douglas, Hale Woodruff, John Wilson, Jacob Lawerence,
and Charles White, there is strong evidence of them attempting
to restore their people's dignity and grace through a visual
conjugation of a black cultural identity. Dr. Richard Long,
Chairman of the Center for Afro-American Studies Department
at Atlanta University, assessed the significance and influ¬
ence that the Afro-American college has on its community and
prescribes this cultural doctrine:
In the present ferment or crisis of consciousness
in the Afro-American collegiate community art
should have its say. The museum in the Afro-
American college while not neglecting its role of
making art meaningful in its own terms must never¬
theless take account of the craving for identifi¬
cation among Negroes by collecting and exhibiting
African and the works of Afro-American artists.25
2^Richard A. Long, "The Negro




ASPECTS OF THE AFRO-AMERICAN ART MOVEMENT
The committed black artist does not follow a parti¬
cular direction, style, school or mode of expression
just because it is the thing to do, because it is
timely, popular, or because he is stereotyped into
a role as follower-mimic maker; but he does so be¬
cause his art is an outgrowth of his personal exper¬
iences, internal and external.^
To understand the variations in the black visual artists'
approach and their affinity towards a highly personalized
idiomatic expression, requires a look at the nature of their
development. Internally black artists have struggled in
quest of visual literacy, maturing in their ability to evalu¬
ate recurrent aesthetic controversies which have plagued
their consciousness. Even though they have effected progress,
black art historians estimate their contributions as minimal.
Beyond this fact, an Afro-American art movement was conceived,
identified, and most recently acknowledged by the "art estab¬
lishment." Indications are a black cultural identity is de¬
veloping into richer dimensions as a result of this phenomena.
An assessment of aspects which have molded the contem¬
porary black artist will be the focus of this chapter. By
^Rosalind Jefferies, "Directions in Afro-American Art,"




highlighting his appearance on the hyphenated art scene of
America, it is hoped prevalent attitudes of the evolving eras
of social change will be reflected. Through contrast and com¬
parisons the chapter will explore past and current aesthetic
ideologies? one of the most outstanding dilemmas questions
whether black artists should create in response to their
people's socio-political and cultural deficiencies or formu¬
late visually for art's sake. Attention will also be directed
to the amalgamation of two inherited cultures, the tradition
in which black artists have forged their art. Concern for
the alternatives to which black artists were exposed in se¬
curing exhibition space and organizing workshops and consor¬
tiums to further their creative endeavors will be rendered.
In conclusion, a judgment on the measure of achievement black
artists have attained and their projected development in the
final decades of the century will be considered.
Elsa Honig Fine, author of The Afro-American Artist
estimated the culture's visual arts activity to be in this
position:
The contribution of the Afro-American art has been
minimal, and this is not due to generic lack of
talent on the part of the Black....Rather it re¬
sults from a combination of several factors—the
early stifling of the African visual art tradition,
economic and educational deprivation, the child
rearing practices of the Black middle class and
the psychological effects of the system of segre¬
gation . 2
^Elsa Honig Fine, The Afro-^erican Artist (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1973), p. 281.
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Fine has not clarified as to what Afro-American art might be
contributing to. The natural assumption would appear to be
to America's tradition in Western art. But because black
America's ancestors were not allotted a comparable freedom
in visual arts as they were in musical expression, is it
fair to stack the contributions of Afro-American art against
the dominant culture whose art has suffered no interruption
while flourishing for centuries?
Afro-America's art speaks to the unfolding of their
identity crisis. Black artists' development has been a very
introverted affair. Only until recent decades have black
artists emerged to commune with their people who are defi¬
cient in the holistic benefits of art. Submerged in a dom¬
inant bigoted society, the initial stages of their develop¬
ment presented the problem of what subject matter to address.
Grotesque and jeering images were the only portrayals blacks
saw of themselves. In light of this fact early black artists
shyed away from racial themes. Margaret Just Butcher in her
rendition of The Negro in American Culture emphasized this
fact:
A Negro figure, decently dressed, not obviously a
peasant or servant, and without reflection of in¬
ferior status, was a rarity; a book rather than a
tray in a Negro hand would have been an intolerable
heresy. Oddly enough, no Negro painters and sculp¬
tors realized that it was their duty and opportunity
to challenge this hardening tradition and stereo¬
type. For the most part they ignored Negro sub¬
jects entirely.3
^Margaret Just Butcher, The Negro American Culture
(New York: Alford A. Knopf, 1956), p. 213.
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Moreover, many black artists feared their race would be re¬
vealed through racial themes which would result in their art
being rejected. Joshua Johnston, portrait painter of the
late 18th Century exemplifies the predicament of his peers
in overcoming "insuperable obstacles." As a former slave
he was afforded the opportunity to execute family portraits
of white stibjects.^ (See Figure 4, Appendix A.) An isolated
few ventured to challenge the dictum. Patrick Reason found
great impetus for his art in the Abolitionist Movement and
subsequently appeared in several antislavery publications.
Reason's highly dignified portrait of the escaped slave Henry
Bibb clearly defines his perception of the Afro-American's
egressing identity.^ (See Figure 5, Appendix A.) Other
artists of color such as Robert S. Duncanson and Edward M.
Bannister chose the more etheral approach of landscapes to
display their talents. In summary, black artists of the 19th
Century had to first prove they could be fine artists with
the use of a European palette.®
Surprisingly, it was the white artist who first delved
into the dignity and beauty of the black man. Winslow Homer,
a participant in the Americanist's Movement was committed to
revolutionizing the images of the black subject. He executed
^David Driskell, "Two Centuries of Black American Art,"
Exhibition catalog, (Los Angeles: Alfred A. Knopf, 1976), p. 30.
p. 216.
5lbid., p. 36.
^Margaret Just Butcher, The Negro American Culture,
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some of the most profound genre scenes.^ (See Figure 6,
Appendix A.)
Thomas Eakins, Henry Ossawa Tanner's instructor re¬
ceives the credit for prodding Tanner to portray the genre
scenes of his culture. As a result of Bakins' efforts. Tanner
executed the masterpiece, "The Banjo Lesson;" but unimpressed
O
by his culture's profundity he turned to biblical themes.
Samella Lewis offered two reasons for Tanner's disinterest
in black themes;
...first, he may have felt that paintings of Black
subject matter would not sell as readily as those
of religious themes; and, second, his personal life
was characterized more by religious involvement
than by commitment to racial issues.^
The fame and recognition that Tanner achieved from the art
establishment was to make a change in the 20th Century journey
of black artists to their higher plateau.
The once invisible Afro-American artist would evolve
with great perseverance. Black cultural aestheticians of
the twenties were to raise the primary issue, the notion of
a race oriented art. During the height of the New Negro Move¬
ment, Alain Locke proposed that the Negro artist attempt to
define artistic values independent of the white art establishment.^®
^Ibid., p. 213.
®Samella Lewis, Art: African-American (New York: Har-




A regenerative concept to resurrect the Afro-American's ances¬
tral images prevailed and Aaron Douglas and Palmer Hayden be¬
came the visual innovators. (See Figures 7 and 8, Appendix
A.) Locke concluded that, "We ought and must have a school
of Negro art, a locally and racially represented tradition.
Reacting to Carl Van Vechten's portrayal of blacks
in the play "Nigger Heaven," Du Bois declared, "Truth in art
be damned. I do not care a damn for any art that is not used
for propaganda." At the 1926 NAACP convention, Du Bois re¬
iterated, "The Negro artist must turn his art into conscious
propaganda." He believed that the black artist would be
judged on racial standards rather than artistic excellence.
Furthering these contentions about a race oriented art, Locke
presented a paper on "The Negro in T^t," in 1931 to the 10th
Annual Conference of International Student Services. "Negro
art is racial in origin and spiritual incubation, but inter¬
racial in consumption and effect, and national in scope and
significance."1^ Naturally, opposing views were to develop
which expressed the need for black artists to recognize their
^^Alain Locke, "The Legacy of the Ancestral Arts,"
The New Negro, rev. ed. (New York; Atheneum, 1969), p. 266.
^^W. E. B. Du Bois, "Criteria of Negro Art," Crisis
(October, 1926), 296.
^^Elsa Honig Fine, The Afro-American Artist, p. 6. As
quoted in Francis L. Broderick, W. E. B. Du BdisT~ Negro Lead¬
er in a Time of Crisis (Stanford, Calif.; Stanford University
Press, 1959), p. 15l.
14
Alain Locke, "The Negro in Art," Bulletin of the
Association of American Colleges, 1931, p. 360.
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European and African acculturated identities and to draw from
this source of experience.
In surmounting their struggle for recognition and ex¬
hibition space in reputable environments, black artists have
made great concessions. When not successful in obtaining recog¬
nition in their own country some found solace in Europe. Ad¬
justing to imposed social limitations, black artists sought
refuge in exhibiting in churches, schools, Y.M.C.A.s, commun¬
ity based agencies and street fairs.Hale Woodruff made re¬
ference to the visibility plight of black artists during a sym¬
posium hosted by the Metropolitan Muse\im of Art in 1969:
Generally speaking, the Black artist has not had
the same opportunities to exhibit in the big na¬
tional annuals and biennials as other artists have.
A number of galleries exhibit the works of a few
leading Black artists, but by and large the Black
artist has not come before a very large public
through gallery shows, which could open up to him
channels of purchase and public recognition.^®
Select leading black artists such as John Wilson, Lois
Mailou Jones, Romare Bearden, and Jacob Lawrence may have been
the fortunate ones to whom Woodruff was referring. In the
Thirties and Forties they were exhibiting at such galleries as
the Addison Gallery of American Art, Galerie de Paris, Boris
Mirski Art Gallery, Samuel M. Kootz Gallery, and the Cocoran
Gallery.
l^Harmon Foundation, Negro Artists, Reprint (New York:
Books for Libraries Press, 1971), p. 17; Elsa Honig Fine, The
Afro-American Artist, p. 193.
l®"The Black Artist in America: A Symposium," The Metro¬
politan Museum of Art Bulletin, (January, 1969), p. 245.
17''The Evolution of the Afro-American Artist 1800-1950,"
Exhibition catalog, (The City University of New York in coop¬
eration with the Harlem Cultural Council, 1967), pp.63-65.
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Community art centers and workshops like the Karamu
House in Cleveland and the South Side Art Center in Chicago
performed as vital organs in providing the environment for
creative exchange. The Harmon Foundation, in a publication
entitled Negro Artists, underlined the vigorous community
arts activity of the mid-Thirties:
Aided by governmental and private si:ibsidies and
encouraged by a great upswing of public interest,
the atelier form of study in the arts has attained
a remarkable growth, particularly in the past two
years. Filling a long-felt need the groups thus
organized have provided both the established artist
and the beginner with excellent opportunities for
study, exhibition and criticism.
Leaders in art in several communities have
taken over the direction of the workshops, in¬
structing students of every age in practically
every phase of arts and crafts.18
Facilities like the 135 Street Branch Y.M.C.A. in New York
and the Phyllis Wheatley Branch Y.W.C.A. in Richmond, Virginia
and the Harlem Art Workshop exposed many black youths to art.
William E. Artis, James L. Wells, and Suzie Mclver were some
of the instructors at these workshops.!^
Margaret Burroughs recalled another favorite alterna¬
tive which many black Chicagoan artists used as a means of
exposure:
...Many artists, and particularly we Black artists,
have been forced to make the Annual Street Fairs
our galleries and seek our patrons outdoors.
l®Harmon Foundation, Negro Artists, p. 22.
l^Ibid., pp. 22-26.
^^Margaret Burroughs, "To Make a Black Poet," The Art
Gallery Magazine, April 1968, p. 38.
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Street fairs like the Lake Meadows Art Fair which occurred
every summer in the heart of the black community attracted
numerous black artists. Several famous black artists made
their debut at such fairs.
As mentioned earlier in the first chapter, the W.P.A.
offered artists an unprecedented chance to publicize their
talents. In an interview with The Art Gallery Magazine,
Hughie Lee-Smith pointed out that, "Most Black artists of
my generation got started through the W.P.A."22
Outside the exhibitions the Harmon Foundation spon¬
sored between 1929-1933, it assisted other institutions in
organizing exhibitions for the black artist. The New Jersey
State Museum opened an exhibition of arts and crafts in March
of 1935:
This was the first exhibition of its kind in Tren¬
ton. According to early reports it was fulfilling
the aims of its sponsors—"to instill a truer ap¬
preciation of fine art, regardless of race and
creed, and at the same time to encourage the art¬
ist through this recognition of his efforts.*23
September of 1933, the Foundation assisted in placing 100
works of art from the Harlem Art Workshop at the 135 Street
Branch New York Public Library. Later, the show was moved to
the National Museum in Washington, D.C. Other institutions
that received the foundation's assistance were clubs, churches,
^^Ibid., p. 39.
^^Jay Jacobs, "Two Afro-American Artists," The Art Gal¬
lery Magazine, April 1968, p. 27.
23Harmon Foundation, Negro Artists, p. 17.
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libraries, and schools around the country.
Afro-American artists have been experiencing a kind
of "rites of passage" into the annals of their own art his¬
tory. In addition to the opening of the Atlanta University
Art Annuals, two other major shows of the Forties have been
accredited for effecting the evolution of the "black art
show.Virtually all of the noted and aspiring black art¬
ists were featured at the 1940 "American Negro Exposition."
Most of the works were collected from the Harmon Foundation
and the W.P.A. art projects. Five years later the Albany
Institute of History sponsored "The Negro Artist Comes of
Age" exhibition, which was an outgrowth of the Chicago Ex¬
position. 26
Contemporary art historian Edmund B. Gaither has de¬
fined the concept of the black art show to imply:
...a yoking together of a variety of works which
are, for social and political reasons, presented
under the label "black" or "Afro-American." Such
a show is thus a response to pressures growing out
of racial stresses in America. At the same time,
"black shows" attempt to introduce a body of mater¬
ial to a race conscious public to recognize its
existence and its quality.27
The sharpening of a cultural arts aesthetic was the
24ibid., p. 17.
25Edmund B. Gaither, "Afro-American Artists: New York
and Boston," Exhibition catalog sponsored by The Musexim of




theme of the Sixties and Seventies and decidedly independent
of the Establishment. Black visual artists, set on their
way to refining their own aesthetic standards, have taken
some progressive measures. Samella Lewis, author of Art;
African-American postulated:
The result of this new consciousness is an art in
the process of realization, a process in which the
single most important aesthetic principle to emerge
is that differences are valid.28
To nurture these differences, black artists and aestheticians
have established galleries, museums, cultural art centers, and
persevere in making viable contributions. Three galleries
in New York City and dedicated to the exhibition and sale
of art by black artists are Cinque, Acts of Art, and Just
Above Midtown. The Cinque Gallery was founded by three elder
artists—Romare Bearden, Norman Lewis, and Ernest Crichlow.29
Cultural art centers and museums that have made lasting im¬
pressions in the black community are the Studio Museum in
Harlem, The Ile-Ife Museum of Afro-American Art in Philadel¬
phia, The Art and Soul Community Workshop and Gallery in
Chicago, Detroit's International Afro-American Museum, and
the Neighborhood Arts Center in Atlanta.^® The National Cen¬
ter of Afro-American Arts in Boston has definitively stated
its role in the community;
^^Samella Lewis, Art; African-American, p. 132.
^^Elsa Honig Fine, The Afro-American Artist, p. 190.
30lbid., p. 191.
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1. To create literature around the work of Afro-
American artists.
2. To project the Afro-American artist into the
scholarship of American art.
3. To broaden the acquaintance of the Black com¬
munity with the Black artist.
4. To stimulate the production and preservation
of the work of Black artists.
Just about all of the black-owned and directed art institutions
of today were created in the past two decades, as a result of
the militant activities of the Sixties.
A "renewed Negro movement" reconfirmed Afro-America's
sense of racial pride and rights of citizenship. Elsa Fine
credited the young black militants for demonstrating and de¬
manding reparation; otherwise the white art establishment
would not have responded so eagerly.^ result, subse¬
quent new black shows emerged. "The Evolution of the Afro-
American Arts: 1800-1950," organized by Romare Bearden and
Carroll Greene, Jr. in 1967 was sponsored by the City Univer¬
sity of New York in collaboration with the Harlem Cultural
Council. In the same year, "Counterpoint" at Lever House and
"The Afro-American Artists Since 1950" at Brooklyn College in
1969 were two exhibitions geared toward aspiring artists of
that decade.Art exhibitions of the Sixties differed from
previous art exhibitions in that they were sponsored by major
white art institutions and universities and exemplified a
31lbid., p. 186.
32ibid., p. 184.




Judging by the increase of books published in the past
two decades, this art is now being thoroughly doc\mented. It
is being received by previously closed museum shows and col¬
lections as well as prestigous galleries. Museums across
the country have feature major art exhibitions by black art¬
ists. In 1970, The Musexam of Fine Arts in Boston hosted a
show entitled, "Afro-American Artists; New York and Boston."
The Los Angeles County Museum of Art assembled the "Two Cen¬
turies of Black American Art" exhibition which was shown at
The High Museum of Art in Atlanta, the Museum of Fine Arts
in Dallas, and The Brooklyn Museum in New York between 1976
and 1977. The Cleveland Museum of Art followed suit with its
"Afro-American Tradition in the Decorative Arts" exhibition.
Between February of 1978 and October of 1979 this exhibit
made seven stops around the states. These shows were of
great value in dispelling ignorance concerning Afro-America's
involvement in the plastic arts.
Interpretations that Afro-American artists have de¬
veloped about the "black artist" concept are enlightening.
At "The Black Artist in America" symposium, conducted by the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1969, Tom Lloyd and Jacob Law¬
rence aired their differences of opinion of what they perceived
the black artist to be. Tom Lloyd, noted for his abstract
light sculptures (see Figure 9, Appendix A), expressed that
he was a "black artist" because he produced his art in the
^^Ibid.
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black community and communicated with his people. Moreover,
based on the rejection of his art by the white society, he
would render himself a black artist not a white one. Law¬
rence, celebrated for his thematic and serialized approach
to painting historical anecdotes and heros (see Figure 10,
Appendix A) , determined the level of "blackness" by the sub¬
ject content. Lawrence responded to Lloyd's assertion of
being a black artist:
I've seen a couple of your pieces and I would
put it this way: I think you are an artist who
happens to be black, but you're not a black art¬
ist. See, that's the difference.
Lloyd: No, I'm a Black artist who has refused to
be conditioned....
Lawrence: Wait a minute. From what I've seen of
your work—although you may be a terrific artist
—there's no possible way that I can see anyone
in the Black community relating to your work.
They may respond to it aesthetically, they may
feel that it's a terrific piece—but I can't
see why they should.
Lloyd: They would relate to it if they knew I was
Black. That's very important.
Lawrence: That's not important in a work of art.
...I think you're begging the question here and
you're making an excuse that you don't have to
make. You can be a very fine artist and I think
you'll be contributing. There's no reason why
you have to paint or work in a certain way, and
have the image of Blackness written on your work
to be a fine artist.
The notion of a "black artist" here, seems to imply an artist
who communicates with images of some social or political rele¬
vance; an art which utilizes a universal visual language.
One decade later Lee Ransaw concluded:
It now must be noted that a historic mistake was
made trying to define something called "Black art"
"The Black Artist of America: A Symposium," The
Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin, p. 251.
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before the definition of art itself is resolved.
It must be recognized that Black art does not
describe content or fom, rather it identifies
an art movement. The dynamics of social protest
and propaganda in the late 1960s created a climate
of anger and revolution that clouded the Black
artist's feelings as to what he thought he was
creating (Black art) as opposed to what he actually
created (a Black art movement)....The Black art
movement holds on to content as a vital part of its
subject, and figurative art will always be of im¬
portance to the Black artist.36
Today, we see black artists creating through their own
personal dimensions of life. Images vary from social commun¬
ity and religious types, to universal themes. Elizabeth,
sculptress and printmaker, expressed her affinity towards
abstract forms, but recognized the need and importance of
realistic representation if an artist desired to reach the
masses with information. Catlett urged Afro-American artists
to exercise both forms because as artists they held the power
to glorify, reveal and define a cultural identity.37 David
Hammonds, a contexturalist, referring to black artists work¬
ing in context to Euro-America's abstractionist movement of
the Forties, has extended himself physically into his art in
the form of body prints. His notion of creativity has led
him to the cutting and sifting of Afroid hair, creating pyra¬
mids by utilizing the indigenous self-support quality of the
hair.^® (See Figure 11, Appendix A.)
36Lee Ransaw, "The Changing Relationship of the Black
Visual Artist to His Community," Black Art (Spring, 1979), p. 56.
37interview with Elizabeth Catlett, Atlanta, Georgia,
February 17, 1980.
38Linda Goode-Bryant and Marcy S. Philips, Contextures
(New York: Just Above Midtown Inc., 1978), p. 43.
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Historians agree that the Afro-American artist has
made an insignificant contribution to American art. Attribut¬
ing factors pertain to black America's self-perpetuated non¬
visual orientation resulting from enforced separation from
his native land. In Elsa Fine's words, "The Black community
did not experience the visual artist as it had not produced
any.However, it is important not to belittle Afro-
American art under the auspices of Western art, for it served
to reinforce the race's identity. John Vlach upheld this
concept when he wrote:
Creativity reinforces identity; a sense of commun¬
ity is manifested between the maker and his artifact
and other like-minded individuals. The dynamic in¬
teraction of perceptions allows us to liken patterns
in people to patterns in art.^O
If black artists are to assiune their roles and make
a viable contribution, an interdependent alliance must occur
with community. The primal step should be the education of
the community to not only produce artists but be the life
support system of patrons and critics of art. Floyd Coleman
asserts that a viable and aesthetically pronounced art will
evolve from the Afro-American culture when there is informed
art criticism.To the question of how the black artist will
^^Elsa Honig Fine, The Afro-American Artist, p. 282.
^^John Vlach, "The Afro-American Tradition in the De¬
corative Arts," Exhibition catalog sponsored by The Cleveland
Museiam of Art, 1978.
^%loyd Coleman, "Towards an Aesthetic Thoughness in
Afro-American Art," Black Art (Spring, 1978), pp. 32-40.
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create a more aesthetically tough art, Coleman's three point
prescription is a healthy approach. First, the black artist
must produce more work with greater technical proficiency.
Technical concerns are still too great an impediment. Master¬
ing them early will allow the artist to focus on visual poetry.
Secondly, Coleman advocates artists working in a thematic
approach. This would enable "the artist to make the most
salient icons of historical and mythical heroes," for purposes
of effecting a positive racial image with the possibilities
of becoming. Thirdly, the black artist should extract more
from the other art forms of music, dance, prose, and poetry.
"For the roots of this art will be founded within the tradi¬
tion of the Black folk. Not a blind celebration of all that




TOWARDS A NEW ANNUAL ART SHOW
To paraphrase Dr. Du Bois: We should resurrect the
forgotten Afro-American art collection and resume the act of
setting the black man before the world as both a creative and
competent artist with a strong sense of cultural identity.^
Since the termination of the exhibition in 1970, in¬
termittently, through the years, individuals have inquired
about the possibilities of resuming the Annuals. For some
former exhibitors like Margaret Burroughs, "The Atlanta Show
should not have been discontinued.In the course of this
chapter, the notion of moving towards a new Atlanta University
Art Exhibition will be explored. The process of consideration
will entail discussing justifications for a resumption, the
general consensus of the black artist community and the
logistics of coordinating a new show. Last but not least,
a word on the status of the University's black art collection
will hopefully imply variables which could contribute to the
prosperity of the institution.
^W. E. B. Du Bois, "The Immediate Program for the Ameri¬
can Negro," Crisis, XV (December, 1915), 310.
^Margaret Burroughs, personal letter, January 6, 1980.
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The question arises as to the necessity of an ongoing
Afro-American art exhibition in the Eighties. America's segre¬
gationist doctrines reinforced the validity of a black art
annual during the Forties. Today, it seems evident that the
art establishment has broadened its attitudes towards the in¬
clusion of the black artist. Yet, some Afro-American artists
would argue, and rightfully so, that the art establishment
is not free of its condescending views of black artists and
their art. Another determinant might be the mushrooming of
black artists since the Sixties, thereby increasing the de¬
mand for exhibition space. For the black artist particularly,
there is no such thing as over-exposure. A prize winner of
three sculpture awards and one printmaking award, Elizabeth
Catlett, recalled the Annuals as being a very important part
of her resume. She responded with great enthusiasm to the
idea of a new Atlanta Annual:
We have come a long ways, and we still have a long
ways to go, but there's no place now that Black
artists have that kind of opportunity....For the
young artist who does not have a chance to exhibit
anywhere, it would be great for them.^
Collectively, black artists and their communities have
developed an affinity towards public art in recent decades.
Lee Ransaw, Professor of Art at Morris Brown College, observed
that, "An essential thing is for an artist to have a sense of
audience, to feel that he is not painting on an island filled
^Interview with Elizabeth Catlett, Atlanta, Georgia,
February 17, 1980.
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with people alien to his work."^ Murals, artist-in-residence
programs and workshops are all part of this visual exchange.
Afro-America's sensory perception need not be limited to the
audio-graffiti and dance idiom. The ability to visually scan
one's environment and make creative decisions that will re¬
sult in an aesthetic or utilitarian art form can only aid in
being fit for survival.
Response from the black artist community has been
favorable. Questionnaires concerning the resumption mailed
from the Center of Afro-American Studies to selective artists
around the country were returned. Five questions pertaining
to the frequency, media, selection process, age of art, and
participants were helpful in co-ordinating new ideas. If
the shows were to resume, should they occur annually, biennially,
or triennially? A 50-50 response between the annual and bi¬
ennial was the outcome.^ Popular response to the question
of which media to include was all media as opposed to paint¬
ings only or painting and prints only.^ Question number three
asked whether or not the show should be juried, invitational,
or critic's choice. Again the majority concurred.^ A juried
exhibition was their choice. Niimber four inquired as to
^Lee Ransaw, "The Changing Relationship of the Black





whether the art should be recent work only, recent and older
work, or retrospectives. Recent work only received the major¬
ity vote, but several took the liberty of adding retrospec¬
tives as their second choice.® The fifth inquiry concerning
the race and nationality of artists elicited the most varied
response. Choices ranged from Afro-Americans only, to minor¬
ities, or to African and diasporic peoples. Just a little
q
under half preferred Afro-Americans only.
The biennial offers some interesting options. It
would permit the co-ordinator to organize resources, seek
funding and possibly prepare an accompanying catalog. Docu¬
mentation of the exhibitions would give art historians a
vehicle to monitor the future development of black artists.
With this latitude, one-person shows and retrospectives could
be presented during the alternate year.
All media could be acceptable, providing size re¬
strictions are enforced. John Riddle, Director of Atlanta's
Neighborhood Arts Center, wondered if film and photography
would be included.^® An understanding may be better obtained
by presenting painting and prints the first year as a kind
of test run.
A juried show seems to be the most just way to select
the art. However, fear of the process becoming cumbersome,
®Ibid.
9ibid.
^®Interview with John T. Riddle, Neighborhood Arts
Center, Atlanta, Georgia, September 11, 1979.
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thereby making it difficult to select good art was expressed
by a respondent.To insure an unbiased selection, Shirley
Bolten advised the employment of two juries, one to review
the entry of slides and another to judge art for awards and
mentions.Riddle suggested the jury be selected from out¬
side the local.
A common specification for art in a contemporary group
show is that it must have been created within the last year.
Adhering to a recent work only for the biennial year would
maintain a fresh flow of creativity. The work of a deceased
artist might be included in alternate years.
The question of race and nationality of the partici¬
pating artists raises much controversy. The new exhibition
would be opening in a seemingly "progressive era;" therefore,
some artists feel it should be exclusively for black artists.
Interestingly enough, this debate goes back to the years
when Hale Woodruff assembled the show. Initially, Woodruff
was enthused with the level of participation, but later be¬
came overwhelmed with a sense of isolation from "the art es¬
tablishment" :
During those years (decades), it was the goal in
most Negroes' lives to achieve a full measure of
integration in American life. There was question
of how to achieve it. I saw the arts (art) as be¬
ing important and feasible in this effort.
^^See Appendix C.
Interview with Shirley Bolten, Springdale Convales¬
cence Center, Atlanta, Georgia, November 27, 1979.
^^Interview with John T. Riddle.
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Also, how could the Negro seek integration in
the larger scheme of things without practicing it
in his own enterprizes?^^
As Woodruff perceived it, he wanted black artists to be mea¬
sured on a "universal scale." If they were not permitted to
compare visual notes on the establishment's ground, then why
not attempt on their own, where they had leverage to set the
standards. In light of this sentiment. Woodruff approached
President Clement with the idea of extending an invitation
to white artists. Clement refused to give his consent. As
a result, "many Negro artists refused to continue to send
work to the show because of Atlanta University's policy of
Negro exclusiveness."^5
Atlanta University's Art Annual was generated out of
black artists' exclusion from Euro-America's art establish¬
ment. Yet, black artists found themselves in the dilemma of
striving for the establishment's acceptance and defining and
defending their art and aesthetic standards. Contemporary
black artists are now conscious of the insidious assumption
that Western art is "absolute." Elizabeth Catlet summarized
the situation as follows;
This whole European bit as reflected in the United
States, it's called "universal art" or "internation¬
al art"...seems to think that all countries and all
people should copy or follow where they lead.^®
^^Letter to Winifred Stoelting from Hale Woodruff,
Atlanta University Archives, December 1976.
^^Ibid.
^^Interview with Elizabeth Catlett.
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Having developed their own idiomatic visual expression,
independent of the "art establishment," Afro-American artists
are automatically type-cast as "black artists" rather than
simply artists when exhibiting in the Western art institutions.
Black in these instances seems to imply the artist and his
art are not of the "absolute derivation."
Lee Ransaw, in his article entitled "The Changing Re¬
lationship of the Black Visual Artist to His Community," called
it the "critic's dictiim":
That to be important, a painting must contain "uni¬
versal values" and "universal implications"; an
important painting may not deal with Black problems
exclusively. The assumption of course that there
are no "universal" values and implications in the
Black culture.
Riddle acknowledges that a new Atlanta University art
show would increase in stature if it were open to white art¬
ists and that most black artists would jump at an opportunity
to exhibit in the Whitney, Modern, or Guggenheim Museums.
Yet, he himself would opt for an exhibition of artists of
African descent only. His reason? "The 'other' (white) art¬
ists have enough opportunities. How many places in America
are having an international show, a reoccurring exhibit of the
work of Black people?"^® On the other hand, Barry Gaither
and Lois Mailou Jones voted in favor of Afro-Americans only.
But as mentioned before, a biennial show could offer more
1 7
Lee Ransaw, "The Changing Relationship of the Black
Visual Artist to His Community," p. 44.
^^Interview with John Riddle.
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latitude in co-ordinating a variety of exhibitions between
the major exhibition. Jenelsie Holloway expressed similar
thoughts:
It should be planned from year to year on a flex¬
ible basis as to the types of exhibits as well as
artists to be included.
Looking at the intra-cultural development between
Afro-Americans and their black diaspora neighbors, it would
seem biased to limit the possibilities. Moreover, Dr. Richard
Long has assured the Afro-American "intelligentsia," "There
are many more communities of people of African origin in the
Western Hemisphere than most even fairly well-informed people
are aware of."^® In the past, cultural exchange amongst these
"Afroid" communities have been minimal, but immigration and
tourism have altered the state of cultural affairs. More and
more black aestheticians are realizing the fetal connections
between the "Afroid" cultures and are establishing intra-
cultural activities. The Carifestas and New World Festivals
of the Seventies have been catalysts for cultural communica¬
tions. Reggae music of Rastaman Bob Marley has brought the
Rastafarian movement to the attention of the cultures of
African descendants. Rex Nettleford's compilation of Jamaica's
social and cultural reconstruction infers patterns to which
^^Interview with Jenelsie Holloway.
^^Richard A. Long, "Communications Among Afro-American
and Caribbean Peoples," Caribbean Perspectives (New York:
Phelps-Stokes Fund, 1978), p. 47.
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Afro-Americans can identify in their evolution.Exchange
of visual experiences may serve to reinforce the cultural
identities of the African diaspora complex simultaneously.
Accents in comparisons could have far reaching effects. Jacob
Lawrence's iconography of Toussaint L'Ouverture supports the
significance of intra-cultural resources and exchange.
Serious consideration of funding resources invited
various suggestions from the art community. Edmund B. Gaither
commented, "If the exhibition opened in Atlanta or traveled
for two spots, the co-operating museum might help underwrite
the cost. Also, it might be more attractive to NEA or NEH.”^^
Ms. Holloway pointed to the Georgia Council for the Arts and
the Alimnni. Bernard Brooks wrote that it "should be funded
with private funds from large corporate organizations with
appeals also to large black corporations, for example, John¬
son Publishing Co., General Motors, Quaker Oats Co., and
Parks Sausage Co.^^ Delilah W. Pierce listed hers as follows:
1. Grants when possible.
2. Exhibition fees from artists included in ex¬
hibit.
3. Contributions from interested persons; Friends
of the Atlanta University Exhibition in the
Fine Arts, sponsors and memberships in the gal¬
lery.
^^Rex Nettleford, Caribbean Cultural Identity; The





4. A matching grant obtained may be matched by
charging a participant fee—that is partici¬
pants who are chosen to show.25
Corinne Mitchell posed this idea;
Are you familiar with "Art Washington" that is given
at the Armory each year. It is international. A
fee of $500.00 and up charged to each Gallery parti¬
cipating. They have made money on that show. Very
few Blacks have been able to get in. We need our
own. ®
Another alternative might be mounting a fund raising drive
inaugurated by a dinner, art auction and/or sale of repro¬
ductions from the University's art collection.
A final concern in the reorganization of a new show
would be the procedure of purchase awards. At the former
Annuals, purchase prizes were awarded in each media category.
Holloway suggested the purchase awards might be limited to
one.27 Freddie Styles, designer of the Annual posters in the
later years, thought it more advantageous to present certifi¬
cates of merit.The reasons indicated the purchase awards
may not match the actual value of the art and the foreseeable
problem of where to store it (if it should be stored at all).
There is already a vast collection of Afro-American art that
has received little or no attention.




^®Interview with Freddie Styles, by telephone, Decatur,
Georgia, March 29, 1980.
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aesthetic order of considering a new art annual without pro¬
perly settling what has almost been discarded as remnants of
the former Annuals, the Afro-American Art Collection. The
collection's present status and impressions on the contem¬
porary black art world is minute. Catlett reacted strongly
to what she viewed in the Wadell Gallery on her recent visit
to Atlanta;
I went down to look at it and it seined abandoned.
You had to get a key to open the door....Well some¬
body should do something. I was very upset. I saw
two Tanners hanging down there and I was thinking
anybody could walk in there and take them out....
On most of them, there was no medium, no date, no
size, just the name and on some of the sculpture
for example, there were no names. Is there a com¬
plete catalog of the collection?^^
Mr. Vlach, in his introduction to the 1978 catalog for
the "Afro-American Tradition in the Decorative Arts” exhibi¬
tion, made a case for Afro-American art with an important
deletion:
Moreover, at black universities such as Fiske,
(sic) Howard, Tuskegee, Dillard and Hampton, the
importance of Afro-American Art has always been
recognized at these institutions and others have
long fostered an academic tradition for its study.
It is significant that Mr. Vlach would relegate Atlanta Uni¬
versity to the position of "others" rather than have it pre¬
cede the roll call based on its credit for amassing the larg¬
est body of Afro-American art. This implies an oversight on
behalf of Mr. Vlach, but, more importantly, the extent of the
collection's invisibility and neglect.
29 Interview with Elizabeth Catlett.
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Has not the contemporary legend of Haley’s Roots
taught black Americans to beware of sociological and histori¬
cal tendencies to neglect their heritage and identity? Soci¬
ology of slavery generically damaged the race's peripheral
vision of its culture. Elsa Fine's observation infers the
self-perpetuating circumstance which resulted in a non-visual
tradition has affected other conditions that inhibit the de¬
velopment of the Afro-American race.
The Afro-American's identity issue has been evolving
since his emancipation, cresting into the New Negro Movement
and the Renewed Negro Movement of the Sixties when he rede¬
fined his identity as "black." Now, we see Afro-Americans
identifying with Jamaica's Rastafarian Movement, clinging
hold to the denouncement of the dominance of European cul¬
ture which has impaired their ability to perceive themselves.
Availability of the total art collection to the public
for purposes of education and cultural enrichment should be
an essential priority. Trevor Arnett's librarian, Mrs.
Hunter, has made reference to several high school classes
which have come from north Atlanta to view the collection.^®
The University may feel that its other sectors, the School
of Social Work and the School of Education, warrant an attitude
of priority and understandably so. However, has the institu¬
tion given fair consideration to its art collection which
^®Interview with Mrs. Hunter, Trevor Arnett Library,
Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, March 14, 1980.
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could be likened to a priceless family heirloom? Could At¬
lanta University be mistaken as the Gullah descendents were
after having sold their ocean front heirs' property to de¬
velopers only to be left without a place to cast down their
buckets? Will the University awaken to find one of its most
valued possessions deteriorated to the extent of pointless
restoration or hung eloquently on the walls of a Western
art institution or vanished into the collections of individ¬
uals who comprehend its value? Elizabeth Catlett wondered
if the value of the collection was known and thought an ap¬
praisal might bring the collection to light.
Nora McNiven, co-ordinated the Annual exhibitions
during its last eight years. Her sentiment supports the
significance of the collection;
The Negro Collection is historical and it tells
a story of Negro art when the Black population
emerged. The thing is priceless! It is a draw¬
ing card for anything Atlanta University wants
to do; nevermind an art exhibit....When you go
to Rome the first thing people do is go to see
the Pieta.^^
Ms. Nora McNiven performed the tasks of at least three people.
As Director of Public Relations, she not only published the
Atlanta University Bulletin and publicized the Art Annuals,
but received the art work, uncrated it, carried it up to the
gallery where the art was then judged, recrated it and shipped
^^Interview with Elizabeth Catlett.
^^Interview with Nora McNiven, by telephone, Atlanta,
Georgia, March 29, 1980.
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the rejected work back to the artists. Moreover, when loans
for art from the collection were requested from institutions
around the country, she arranged to have the art crated eind
shipped to and from its destination.^^
Having knowledge of Ms. McNiven's functions clarifies
why the Annuals were discontinued after her resignation, for
to find another individual willing to perform the instrumental
and innumerable tasks vital to the show's continuation seemed
unrealistic. Ms. McNiven professed a love for the collection
and annual exhibitions which obviously motivated her actions.34
Proper distribution of duties would facilitate the re-organi¬
zation of the exhibitions and collection. It may be possible
for one person to co-ordinate with the assistance of two art
major interns from the Atlanta University Center.
It would be of great significance to co-ordinate the
collection and opening of the new exhibitions together, for
one could support the other, particularly in the area of
funding. An ideal commencement for the two might be an open¬
ing exhibition of the entire black art collection as a pre¬
lude to the resumption of a biennial Afro-American Art exhibi¬
tion. The black arts community is sensitive to the fact that
it took the "art establishment" 200 years to recognize and
assemble the retrospective exhibition, "Two Centuries of




its role as the cultural agent, it may not have to take an¬
other 200 years before a retrospective collection of Afro-
American art is shown.
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Figure 4. The McCormick Family.
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Figure 11. Hair Pyramids (untitled).
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THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ART ANNUAL PURCHASE AWARD WINNERS 1942-1945
Award
Categories 1942 1943 1944 1945


























Best Portrait Pvt. Mark Hewitt
Popular Vote John N. Robinson
<T>
THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ART ANNUAL PURCHASE AWARD WINNERS 1946-1949
Award
Categories 1946 1947 1948 1949
John Hope Joseph Delaney Frank H. Alston Henry Bannarn Lois Mailou Jones
Oil Painting John Wilson
John D. Atkinson
Cecil D. Nelson






















Best Portrait Rose Piper
Popular Vote Franklin M. Shands Clarence Shivers
Edward B.
Alford
Charles White Frank Neal Richmond Barthe
H. E. Chandler
Cecil D. Nelson
THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ART ANNUAL PURCHASE AWARD WINNERS 1950-1953
Award
Categories 1950 1951 1952 1953
John Hope John Howard Merton Simpson Howard W. Lee Walter Simon



























Best Portrait James R. Reed Walter Simon Fred Jones Irvin H. Turner
Popular Vote William Hayden Samuel Countee Charles White
THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ART ANNUAL PURCHASE AWARD WINNERS 1954-1957
Award
Categories 1954 1955 1956 1957
John Hope Jean Flowers William Rice Merton Simpson Thomas J. Flanagan
Oil Painting Fredrick Jones James Yeargens Irene Clark Geraldine McCullough
Walter Wallace
Jewel Simon
























Best Portrait Romeyn Lippman Fredrick Jones Gerald F. Hooper Benjamin Britt
Popular Vote Harper T. Phillips Lois Mailou Jones Lenard Jones
THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ART ANNUAL PURCHASE AWARD WINNERS 1958-1961
Award
Categories 1958 1959 1960 1961
John Hope Irene Clark David Driskell Mourice Strider E. Strickland
Oil Painting Cullen Lowe
Benjamin Britt




























Best Portrait James Watkins Mildred Baxton
Popular Vote James Watkins James Watkins Romeyn Lippman
THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ART ANNUAL PURCHASE AWARD WINNERS 1962-1965
Award
Categories 1962 1963 1964 1965
John Hope John Arterbery Gregory Ridley Oliver Banks, Jr. Floyd Coleman




















Best Portrait Harold Neal John Arterbery Jack Adams Charles McGee
Popular Vote Benjamin Britt
Juan Thomas
M. A. Stroud
THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ART ANNUAL PURCHASE AWARD WINNERS 1962-1965 continued
Award
Categories 1962 1963 1964 1965







THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ART ANNUAL PURCHASE AWARD WINNERS 1966-1969
Award
Categories 1966 1967 1968 1969
John Hope Jewel Simon Gilbert Hatcher Lillie K. Walker Alexander McMath
Oil Painting Alvin Smith A. D. Macklin Alvin L. Britt Eva Booker



















Best Portrait Henri Linton Alexander McMath Henri Linton James Adair
Popular Vote Leo Twiggs Lucille Roberts
Freddie Styles
Annie Greene
THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ART ANNUAL PURCHASE AWARD WINNERS 1970
Award
Categories 1970














THE NEW ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ART EXHIBITION SHOULD:
Be Held Include Be Present Be Restricted To
a. Annually a. All media a. Juried a. Recent work a. Afro-Americans
b. Biennially b. Painting only b. Invitational only b. To "minorities"
c. Triennially c. Painting & c. Critic's choice b. Recent and c. African & dias-
d. Other prints d. Other older work poric peoples
d. Other c. Retrospectives
d. Other
d. Other
A d. 2 dimensional B A C
A A AB AC d. Flexible
B C AB BC d. Flexible
A A A BC d. Not restricted
A A A AC A
C A A B C
B A A AC A
B AC AB AC BC
B C A A A
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ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
Dear Colleague,
To aid our discussion of the possible resumption of a
periodic Atlanta University Exhibition in the Fine Arts, a
response to the following from you would be useful.
(Send to: Richard A. Long
Atlanta University Atlanta, Georgia 30314)
1. A major Atlanta University exhibition should be held
d a. Annually^^
"Ta. uVsry OtHer year
c. Every three years
d. Other
2. The exhibition should include
a. All media
b. Painting only
c. Painting and prints
d. Other ^
3. The exhibition should be
4. The exhibition should present
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"ET Recent ana oiaarT/ork
c. Retrospectives
d. Other
5. The exhibition should be restricted
To Afro-Americans
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b. Invitational
c. Critic's choice /
d. Other ^ ^ ^ i H y C U ir-f, ». t .
4. The exhibition should present
^ a. Recent work only
b. Recent and older v/ork
i'c. Retrospectives
”d. Other 4'^ -
5. The exhibition shou.'d be restricted
^a. To Afro-Americans
b. To "minorities"




ADDITIONAL COIU’EiiTS (Include ideas cind suggestions for fund¬
ing) :
:








To aid our discussion of the possible resximption of a
periodic Atlanta University Exhibition in the Fine Arts, a
response to the following from you would be useful.
(Send to: Richard A. Long








Other2.The exhibition should include
a. All media
b. Painting only
c. Painting and prints




d. Other4.The exhibition should present
a. Recent work only
b. Recent and older v/ork
c. Retrospectives y
d. Other ^
The exhibition should be restricted
a. To Afro-American's
b. To "minorities"




ADDITIONAL COMMENTS (Include ideas and suggestions for fund¬
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Q ^’a^j//
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Am- f ^ I ST «1_L * -*-
ATLANT?^ UWIVERSIT^
/?*.
^ lM/a^><«4nrv > _ u^ » i I
I ikfOvJKA. JUXa.^ ^»«i<4.»3r aJU>J^ /jLilAjLtA^ •»« _
Dear Colleague, Ants>r‘£c0^ Wtry>\40ir^ '*^T^*****^’"^
It' Vtfyk, ^Ovu w> ftt iL.*fa*v\ '
To aid our discussion ©f the possible resumption of a P->4
periodic Atlanta University Exhibition in the Fine Axts, a
response to tlie following from you would be useful.
(Send to: Richard A. Long
Atlanta University Atlanta, Georgia 30314)
1. A major Atleuita University exhibition should be held
4.
a. Annually .
b. Every other year v
c. Every three years
d. Other
)
The exhibition should include
a. All media »/
b. Painting only
c. Painting and prints
d. Other





The exhibition should present
a. Recent work only
, b. Recent and older v/ork
c. Retrospectives /
d. Other
5. The exhibition should be^restricted
a. To Afro-Americans
b. To ’’rainorities"








N^iME; UOIS HVA)V.ou UOtsJE'^
ADDRESS: H-iofo I'J**' St~T W. WL




To aid our discussion of the possible resumption of a
periodic Atlanta University Exhibition in the Fine Arts, a
response to tlie following from you would be useful.
<Send to: Richard A. Long
Atlanta University Atlanta, Georgia 30314)
1. A major Atlanta University exhibition should be held
a. Annually i r
_Cvcry other year ^ q<z:ne.rc\l
c. Every three years '
d. Other
The exhibition should include
-Sf-a. All media — H




p-^1.. p n biT. r.




c. Critic's choice j
d. Other — J (
4. The exhibition should present
r| I n \/ cbri “ht L
ar ti-S', fe
■W ifec-l
<r, [;> cc XT > 6/tin c!i:
/ air a. Recent work only
b. Recent and older v/ork
c. Retrospectives*^
d. other ~
t c4i. o\clol 11
X<p r w-r V ^ at^, ’ lj
5, The exhibition shou.'d be restricted
I a. To Afro-Americans
To "minorities"
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ADDITIONAL COlt'IEHTS (Include ideas and suggestions for fund¬
ing) ;
“fo-r 'fuAA.ci UTICJ !
Ill Grcwrho vvhcz-vi .
^4 E xU\k?\h cH'i 4T<^'a Q'r4i'Syi^ l n C.( Ltcjexr^ nn^^Tc?:
cn^ 5,
X C'C^’tri);;?(p-TS 4"v'"(5>>>’j j kt|^.r'cZ''^4^.c| ,
^ ^ r \C75-V /^( cx^cic^ Iv<z-r^ I'trr txi'i''bitn?
il-To -Hoc/- I't fl r'K "
/t
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To aid our discussion of the possible resumption of a
periodic Atlanta University Exhibition in the Fine Arts, a
response to the following from you would be useful.
(Send to; Richard A. Long
Atlanta University Atlanta, Georgia 30314)
1. A major Atlanta University exhibition should be held
a. Annually
b. Every other year
c. Every three years
d. Other




c. Painting and prints
d. Other





4, The exhibition should present
a. Recent work only
b. Recent and older v/ork
c. Retrospectives
d. Other
5. The exhibition should be restricted
a. To Afro-Americans
b. To "minorities"




ADDITIONAL COMI«IEUTS (Include ideas and suggestions for fund¬
ing) ;
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ATLANTA UNIVERSITY JUL 3RE(rO
Dear Colleague,
To aid our discussion of the possible resumption of a
periodic Atlanta University Exhibition in the Fine ArtS/ a
response to the following from you would be useful.
(Send tO! Richard A. Long
Atlanta University Atlanta, Georgia 30314)
A major Atlanta University exhibition should be held
a. Annually
b. Every other year w
c- Every three years
d. Other
The exhibition should include
a. All media
b. Painting only
c- Painting and prints w
d. Other





The exhibition should present
a. Recent work onlyf
b. Recent and older v/ork
c- Retrospectives
d. Other
The exhibition should be restricted
a. To Afro-Americans
b. To "minorities"




ADDITIONAL COI'lI‘lEiITS (Include ideas and suggestions for fund¬
ing) ;
NriME:_
ADDRESS;
m
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